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ABSTRACT : Entity representatives are useful in understanding the natural language tasks including the 

semantics of the Kannada sentences into various entities. In this paper, we have come up with new pertained tag 

based representative learning of words and entities based on the bidirectional parsing. The proposed research 

works on segmenting the sentences of Kannada words into various taken, where every token makes various 

contributions in understanding the semantics of Kannada Sentences which treats words and entities in a given text 

as independent tokens, and outputs tagged entities based on representative learning mechanism. The research also 

has focused its attention towards achieving the results of good classification accuracy while recognizing the 

entities are through the tagging mechanism that is an extension of the general self-tagging  mechanism of the 

Supervised Machine Learning Technique, and considers the types of tokens (words or entities) when computing 

attention scores. The erected research work has given its significant contribution in terms of good results over a 

standard benchmark datasets. In particular, it obtains state-of-the-art results on five well-known datasets: Open 

Entity (entity typing), TACRED (relation classification), CoNLL-2003 (named entity recognition), ReCoRD 

(cloze-style question answering), and SQuAD 1.1 (extractive question answering) as well as Kannada Named 

Entity Recognition of Central Institute of Indian Languages.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Natural Language processing tasks involves identification of Named Entities. These named entities may be 

identified in any languages such as Arabic, Persian, or any of the Indian Regional Languages. But these regional 

languages must be trained and annotated based on the semantics of the sentences in respective languages. The 

regional languages like Kannada, Hindim Gujarathi or any regional language has their own semantics of formation 

of sentences. [See fig.1] for more detailed information of processing of tagging and recognizing the named entities 

The applications of this research may be useful in different arenas such as commentary of the languages used in 

stadiums, questing and answer tagging, chat bot are certain critical and most essential applications that require the 

employability of this research Kannada Named Entity Recognition (KNER), The key aspect of this research 

includes identification of Kannada Named Entities are useful in benchmark dataset issued from Central Institute 

of Indian Languages (CIIL). This sector plays a significant role in training the teachers of various educational 

sectors. Hence, this research has provided its contributions in helping those training of teachers of Educational 

Institutions. Conventional entity representations assign each entity a fixed embedding vector that stores 

information regarding the entity in a knowledge base (KB) (Bordes et al., 2013; Trouillon et al., 2016; Yamada et 

al., 2016, 2017). This evolved research has thrown light on various aspects of Kannada named entities such as 

identification of Names of a person, Organization, Place and various other named entities of Kannada Sentences 

are recognized with the help of this Kannada Named Entity Recognition (KNER). Furthermore, the research has 

incorporated the ideas of various related areas of research arena that includes Knowledge base of different 

languages that needs to be processed. In contrast, to the contextual word representations (CWRs) defined by 

transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2020), etc provide 

effective general-purpose word representations trained with unsupervised pretraining tasks based on language 

modeling.  
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Figure 1: Architecture of LUKE using the input sentence “Beyonc´e lives in Los Angeles.” LUKE outputs 

contextualized representation for each word and entity in the text. The model is trained to predict randomly 

masked words (e.g., lives and Angeles in the figure) and entities (e.g., Los Angeles in the figure). Downstream 

tasks are solved using its output representations with linear classifiers. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

• We propose DL-KNER, for recognizing the Kannada Named Entities. These Named Entities have been used for 

various benchmark applications like Understanding the Kannada Language, Language Question and Answer 

Tagging. 

• We jave introduced a new strategy for training the systems to recognize the Kannada Named Entities using the 

Deep Learning Architecture. The SqueezeNet Architecture has been fine-tuned with a features descriptor before 

being processed with the system, which makes the system more efficient with better accuracy of results. 

• DL-KNER has given its good empirical results in terms of accuracy and precision of recognizing the named 

entities on six popular datasets: Open Entity, TACRED, CoNLL- 2003, ReCoRD, and SQuAD 1.1 including the 

Kannada Named Entities (TDIL) provided from Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL). 

 

2. DATASET  

The research data consists of information collected from Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL). The 

CIIL has provided sufficient datasets in Kannada for the usefulness of training the staffs of Kannada Region, 

which is governed centrally by government of India. The research work has contributed the results on CIIL 

dataset for the purpose of assisting the staff of CIIL as a part of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Initially, 

the dataset is processed with certain operations like extraction of Kannada words from sentences. So that 

recognition of Kannada words and tagging is made possible. 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. Representation of dataset for Identification of Kannada Data with Tagging 

 

The dataset shown in Figure 2 entails tagging of certain Kannada items based on the semantics of the 

sentence. The Kannada sentences are analysed by checking the grammar of respective sentences and predicts 

the appropriate meaningful tags to the learned information. 

 

3. DEEP LEARNING FOR KANNADA NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION (DL-KNER) 

 The research Deep Learning based Kannada Named Entities (DL-KNER) makes the system more 

efficient by replacing the conventional model of 3x3 filters by 1x1 point to point filters with fully connected neural 

strategies. These fully connected neural networks make the system more efficient by incorporating squeeze and 

expansion layers of Squeeze Net Architecture. The Network Architecture consists of Stack of fire module, which 

is more advantageous than AlexNet Architecture.  

 

3.1.  Description of Modified SqueezeNet for Kannada Named Entities  

The research work has few significant contributions by replacing the conventional method of filtering. These 

elimination of filtering and incorporation of fire modules makes the system better for ascertaining the semantics 

of the Language. 

 

• Token embedding presents the respective token with good understanding of analysis. The research has focused 

its attention by downsampling to keep the features of big size. The research has addressed the problem of analyzing 

and understanding the features of Kannada Tokens, every blank space makes a token in building the vocabulary 

of Kannada Sentences. 

  

• Position embedding presents whether the position of the token is at the beginning or at the end of the sentence 

is notified with by analyzing the position of token. The subject position of Kannada sentence is same as predicate 
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position of English sentences. Similarly, the predicate position of Kannada Sentence is same as object part of 

English sentence. The figure.1 reflects the semantics of the language.  

• Entity embedding the research work obtains the entities based on the information collected from the vocabulary 

constructed with Squeeze Net model. The fire module of the SqueezeNet Architecture makes the system more 

efficient while recognizing the Kannada Named Entity Recognition. The Kannada Named Entities has certain 

rules these rules are embedded to recognize the semantics of Kannada Sentences. [refer fig.1] for more detailed 

information of the evolved approach. 

 

4. KANNADA NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION (10 PT) 

 

We have conducted certain experiments for measuring the accuracy of erected approach. The research has its 

significance in analysing the tokens as well as position of tokens in Kannada Sentences, which together makes 

the system more efficient in terms of precision and accuracy. The system is very well designed to analyse and 

understand the features of the tokens and positions of the tokens and finally with semantics of the language. 

 

The fire module of the Squeeze Net architecture is very useful while analysing the tokens along with the positions 

of the tokens. The squeezing of features information along with expansion of features vectors makes the 

vocabulary better understandable. The vocabulary is built by following the semantics of the language mentioned 

in preceding section. The Kannada Named Entities has yielded good results with squeeze Net Architecture than 

any other techniques, as it involves certain parameters and rules to analyse and understand the features of the 

system. 

 

The bunch of fire modules along with features representation makes the system more efficient. The fully connected 

neural strategy of Deep Learning is more advantageous than AlexNet Architecture, as it involves various fire 

modules consisting of squeeze and expansion of features. This squeeze and expansion of features are efficient for 

understanding the knowledge base. 

 

The 1x1 filtering is more advantageous than 3x3 filtering, as it involves depth analysis for assessing the feature 

of the Kannada Sentences. The system is better than conventional approach, as it involves fully connected 1x1 

filters as a bottleneck with depth of an information. Which is more convenient than other methods of convolutional 

approaches. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 

This section provides a detailed information of results and their analysis while tagging the Kannada Named 

Entities. This also presents a graphical representation of research contributions in terms of measuring the accuracy 

of Kannada Named Entities (KNER). The Kannada Named Entities has its own impression the regions of India, 

where these language entities needs to be addressed with specific known semantics. These Semantics will help 

the system to recognize the Named words used in the semantically well written Kannada sentences. 

 

 
Figure 3. Accuracy of evolved method on TDIL dataset 
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We also conducted a research experiments on benchmark dataset TDIL provided by CIIL India for the purpose of 

ascertaining the efficacy of the research work. The overall performance of the research work has its impact on 

various other sectors of Kannada Named Entities. This has helped many while understanding the language. The 

significance of the research shall be seen in fig.3, fig.4 and fig.5. The respective results of analysis makes the 

system as state of the art by providing solutions to the various problems of Natural Language Processing especially 

in terms of identifying the Kannada Named Entities. These Kannada Named Entities involves identification of 

Terms such as name of the person, Organization of the person, Place, titles or awards of the person. 

The Kannada Named Entities has its own impression the regions of India, where these language entities needs to 

be addressed with specific known semantics. These Semantics will help the system to recognize the Named words 

used in the semantically well written Kannada sentences. The overall performance of the research shall be seen in 

terms of an accuracy of 89.36% on standard benchmark dataset TDIL. The research contributions have been 

summarized in section 2 along with its performance.  

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
                                              (1) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
                                                    (2) 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
                        (3) 

 

he eq. (1) , eq (2) and eq.(3) represents the performance metrics considered for evaluation of proposed method 

over a benchmark dataset TDIL provided by Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL). 

 

 
Figure 4. Precision of evolved method on TDIL dataset. 
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Figure 5. Recall of evolved method on TDIL dataset. 

The results of accuracy along with precision and recall is shown here to represent the efficacy of the erected 

method of recognizing the Kannada Named Entities. [Refer fig.3] for accuracy of erected approach, [see fig. 4] 

for precision of the proposed method, [See fig.5] for recall of the erected method. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we propose a Deep Learning based Kannada Named Entity Recognition (DL-KNER) based on 

benchmark dataset including TDIL of CIIL. The research has given its significant contributions in terms of good 

empirical results and performance measured from various metrics such as precision and recall in addition to 

accuracy of recognizing the Kannada Named Entities. The overall performance of the research shall be seen in 

terms of an accuracy of 89.36% on standard benchmark dataset TDIL. The research contributions have been 

summarized in section 2 along with its performance.  
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